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THE IVIALTHOUSE AND MALTHOUSE COTTAGE, BOXLEY, KENT

HISTORIC BUILDING RECORDING AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL WATCHING BRIEF

Sutnman.

Plunning perrni'tsiorr tv(ls gr(tnted in 1998 Jòr the conversion o/-the malthouse ancl maltho,se
cottuge ut Bo.rlet' in Kettt Ío ctccolnmodation. Prior to the stort ol' the works an archaeological
builelùtg .\unv)' twr.ç ¿utderluken Ío record unrl intarpt'et the btdlcling ¿tncl an archaeoloþical
t'vtttcltitrg brief' wu.s tmdertctken cluring lifting rf the grrnutd floor. The hrick ancl clrmch stone
tttetltlto¿tse ut Bt¡sle.t' in Kent wcts ¡trobablv constntcted in the luter eighteenth cenluy and retains
one prirnut'tnult kiln. '4 rovv oJ'Jit,e smaller hop (?) liilns ttere addecl, probably in the early/mid-
nineteetttlt centînt, ulongsitle the tvvo grotuing ,floors of' the malthouse ctnd then in the mid/late-
nineteenth centmr u lurger Jciln vvas added to the west of the malthouse, whiclt was converted to a
cottuge luter in the century;. It appears thøt the.five snnller lciltts did not operate fficiently and a
flue tvas added to the rear of one (or maybe nvo) of'the kilns, housed in a lean-to structure, to
improve ils opertttiott. Dtu'ing o recent enhancentent of Kent County Council's SMR the Malthouse
wa.s .f'omttl to hutte more srnttiving remains than an1: other ntalting in Kent. These included the
primurl tnult lciln, including the base, the pleruun chamber and the drying floor, the base and
plenun cltcunber of'euch of the.five smaller secondatry lcilns, the steep, the two growing floors, two
storuge lo/is, sltutters to the grorving floor openings tuttl varíous hatches, holes ancl shutes. The
sLl-vev also uncovered evidence of threeformersmall cowls above thefive kilns to allow the release
of' heat rutd sntolce generated below. The excavation of the ground floor provided information
regarding tlrc floor constntction but did not uncover cleposits pre-dating the malthouse.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.I The Oxfbrd Archaeological Unit (OAU) has been commissioned by Underriver Projects
Limited. to undertake a programme of industrial archaeological building recording at the
malthouse and adjoining cottage. Boxley, Kent (NGR: TQ 7730 5890). This results from
tlre granting of planning permission (applicatron l:4.A19711258) and listed building consent
by I(ent Counfy Council for a programme of building r.vorks to convert the maltings into a
private residence.

1.1.2 Due to the historic and architecturalsignihcance of the building (listed Grade II) permission
u'as granted r.vith the condition that a programme of archaeological recording be undertaken
in line rvith planning guidance (PPGI5) and a specilication was issued by Kent County
Council's Strategic Planning Deparlment.

1.1.3 The initial planning application and Counly Council specitìcation for recording work only
ctlverecl the maltings and anticipated only brief recording of the adjoining cottage and how
it relates to the maltings. Due to the possibiliry of a f-orthcoming application to restore the
cottage it rvas a-ureed to extend the recording to the cottage as well to pre-empt any future
recording tvork required. Also included in the recording programme has been an
archaeological r,vatching bnef. undertaken dr"rring the lowering of the ground floor. The
results of this are also inch-rded in this report.

1.1.4 Included in the development to convert the maltings are proposals to
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2 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

2.t.1 The programme of recording aims to preserve by record evidence of the construction,
development and operation of the buildings pnor to the commencement of construction
rvorks. Recording rvork rvas particularly targeted at tbatures to be removed as part of the
development although tèatures to be retalned were also photographed, recorded and
interpreteci to gain an overall understanding of the strllcture.

2.1.2 Interpretation of the main building was felt to be of particular importance due to several
unusual fèatures r,vhich it had not previously been able to conclusively explain. The
interpretation is complicated by the building's use as both a maltings and an oast house,
resulting in evidence relating to two different processes and by the fàct that the building is
not particularly typical for either process.

2.1.3 Tltus the recording project aimed to answer several specifìc questions, principally:

o What rvas the purpose of the five smaller kilns?
¡ Hor,v did the sfiucture operate as a maltings'l
. Holv did the structrtre operate as an oast house?

3 IVTETHODOLOGY

3.1.1 The recording consisted of photographic and drawn surveys. The photographic survey,
consisting of black and white pnnts and colour transparencies, included internal and
extemal shots of both a general and specific nafure to illustrate details of construction,
evidence of phasing and other features of interest.

1.1.s

3.1.4

. rertove lbur of the six kilns
o to lorver the ground tloor structures to increase the floor to ceiling height

The tr.vo most complete kilns (Nos 1 and 2) are to retained in the development, possibly
being vrsible behind glazed screens.

The draln archaeological survey consisted ol two floor plans, two sections through the
maltin,es and tr,vo sections through the cottage. The overall measurements were based,
rvhere possible, on a previous measured survey. The photographic and drawn surveys were
both supplementecl by l'ield notes and by the annotation of existing survey drawings. The
rrain tìeld rvork'uvas undertaken on 15, 20.21,22.23,27 July,3 August, while the
rvatching brief was undertaken on 4 August 1998.

This stud1, rvas based almost entirely on physical evidence. little docr-rmentary research on
the site has been undertaken although this coLrld in firture provide useful clues as to the
development of the site.

When the recording of the malthouse rvas initially commenced there r,vas a large amount of
¿rccumulated detritus in the main grouncl floor area (Gl). This rvas largely rubble from the
partiall)" collapsed first tloor strllcture but there r,vere also c 30 long, tapered ladders used
most recelltly for chery picking, and fiagnrents of the cowl. discovered adjacent to the
iarge kiln (No 1) at the south of the maltings. Photographs rvere taken and brief notes made
on tire detritus before it rvas cleared to aliow the recording of the lorver grorving floor and
the krlns.

3.1.2

3.1.3
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4 BACKGROUND

4.1 The site

4.1. I The rlalthouse is located on the west side of The Street. rn the centre of the village of
Boxley to the north of Maidstone in Kent.

4.2 Historical background

1.2.1 As clocumentary research rvas not inclucled in the requirements fbr the study this section is
based on int'ormation contained in the project brief issued by Kent Counly Council. It is
believed that the maltings was constrLrcted in the later eighteenth cenfury and was then
extended in the nineteenth. Two maltsters were active in Boxley in 1839. Thomas Filmer
and Mattherv Clements. and it seems likely that one of these operated the maltings that is
tire subject of this study. The Atkins fàmily r,vere active maltsters from at least 1847 until
the 1880s rvhen CF Foster became the only knor.vn maltster in Boxley, presumably
operatin-e tiom the malthouse on the street. The building was subsequently converted for
Lrse as an oast house. possibly in the early twentieth century and from the 1950s it was used
as an agricultural store.

4.3 Summary of the floor malting process

4.3.1 An appreciation ol the floor malting process and its impact on the building is of vital
impoftance in understanding the malthouse and a short summary is therefore included here
(tì'om Patrick. 1996).

. Atier harvesting barley r.vas stored in the malthouse (or separate building nearby).

. The next stage rvas the cleaning of the barley and (in some malthouses from mid
ninteenth century) the gentle drying of barley either on the main kiln or a separate
barley kiln.

. The barley r.vas then soaked in a tank called a steep, to allow it to absorb moisture. This
otÌen took betr.veen 60-72 hours, during rvhich time the water was normally changed.

. The soaked barley r.vas then measured in a couch frame (couching) for tax purposes.
Generally, this part of tire process ceasecl to be carried out after the repeal of the malt
tax in 1880 br,rt it continued in some malthouses because of the beneficial effect of
heaping the grain and assisting the start of gerrnination.

. The grain is then spread out on the growing floor, between 4-8 inches deep and allowed
to be-ein the process of germination. The time allorved for this varied but could be up to
14 days (in nineteenth century). At this polnt the two main methods of floor malting,
the prece nethod and the strip method diverge. In the piece method (probably used at
Boxley) the barley lvas regularly turned to allow a more consistent rate of germination,
and r.r,as gradually transferred along the grorving floor, ar.vay fiom the steep, before
being hoisted to the upper gror,ving fìoor and then again gradually moved back towards
the kiln. In the strip method the barley rvas laid out on the iloor in one go, and not
movecl. so that it is at the same point of gernination throughout the lloor.

. The germinatecl barley (-rlreen malt) r.vas then transferred to the malt kiln. being spread
on the kiln 1'loor of either perf-orated ceramic, cast iron tiles or rveclge wire. The heating
process kilned the barley and stopped it gerntnating further.

. The malt rvas then removed and cleaned again and stored. fbr at least a month, usually
iu tlie uralthouse clue to fì'eshly kilnecl malt being Lrnsuitable f-or beer making.

J



4.4 Summary of the hop drying process

4.1.1 An understanding of the process of drying hops is simiiarly important although as the
buiiding rvas originally constructed as a maltings it is rnore likely that when used as an oast
hortse the process r,vas tltted around the building rather than vice-versa (from Walton. 1998
rncl Filmer. 1998).

' 
'fhe ñrst stage of the process r.vas the receiving and stonng of the green hops, often
largel,u- in a bam adjacent to the oast readv to be noved to an area adjacent to the kiln
tbr loadrng.

. The hops rvere then spread on the kiln floor (usually of r,vire mesh) c 60 cm deep and
heated tì'om below.

' The hops r.vere spread on the adjacent cooling lloor to redistribute moisture.

' The clried hops were then pressed dorvn into pockets suspended below, either
mechanically or manually.

. The sacks were then stored on the ground lìoor ready ibr transporting.

It is in,portant to appreciate the difference in the rnalting and oasting seasons and the impact
that has on the building. Barley is harvested in the snmmer and then stored for up to eight
mouths. allowing tl-re malting process to be undertaken for much of the year. Thus a large
amount of space was needed for the storage of barley, prior to kilning, either within the
malthouse or rn buildings nearby. Additionally signifìcant storage space was needed for the
malt atter kilning, as it r,vas usually stored tbr about a month prior to dispatch. It was
essential tliat the areas lbr the two stages of storage were kept separate, due to the
clifferences in moisture content between the barley and malt.

In contrast the drying of hops was undertaken over a much shorter period, about a month,
aroltud September when the hops were fieshly picked. Again, large amounts of space were
ueeded fbr the storage of hops. both during the receiving stage and the pre-dispatch stage.

5 BOXLEY IVTALTHOUSE

5.1 Introduction

4.4.2

4.4.3

5.1.1 Boxley V[althouse is a f]oor maltings of two main phases. Phase 1 is a trvo-storey (plus
stor¿ìge lofi) L-shaped structure rvith square plan kiln (No l) in the south-east angle. The
six bays ol-r:rorving floors lie to the north and a small projection containing stairs lies to the
u'est. The main bocly is 23 m long x 10 m rvicle with a 2.6 mpro.lection. The walls to the
three ur¿riu tacades (east. rvest and south) are of brick (Flemish bond) to first floor level,
belou, clunch (chall<) block above (Plates I + 19). The northem elevation, which is largely
obscttred bv vegetation is entirely of brick. The roof is double hipped, timber framed and
plain tile coverecl.

-5.1.2 A seconci ktlu u'as added to the rvest, envelopin-e the small projection and creating a more
protrolmcecl L-shaped Phase 2 structure (Plate 1). Thrs extension ìs entirely of bnck, with
clecorative Flemish bond at first floor (red stretchers. yellorv headers) above plain red
Flemish boncl at ground floor. There is also a decorative parapet top to the front (south)
uall rvith clentil course. The pyramid-shaped roof is again plain tile covered. This second
l<iltl u,as later couverted into a cottage. possibly in the late nineteenth century.

5.1.3 The use ol"chlnch stone'. a hard chalk suitable for use as a building material, in the
coustrttction of the malthouse is one of the building's unusual and relatively rare features.
lt is interesting to note. however that another oast house in Boxley, a nineteenth century
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strltctllre at Street Fanl, also incorporates chalk as a structural matenal in its external walls
(Walton. 1998). Only a single wall of this later structure is of chalk (the rest is of brick)
and again it is above a base fbmred of another material. this time ragstone and flint. A site
iuspection of this stnlctltre has not been made as part of this project and it seems likely that
the chall< lvall is irtcorporated fiom an older building and that there was a small scale, local
traclition of Lrstng chalk. The use of chaik in Boxley is also commented upon by pevsner,
statin-q that its r-tse is common in Berkshire btrt not otÌen in Kent. Financial considerations
scer.ì'rs a ¡rossilrle t'eason f'or the Lrse of chalk at tìrst tloor level. as the structure was probably
btrilt betrveen 1784 and 1850. the period in rvliich the brick tax subdued the use of bnck.
This does not. of course, explain r,vhy the use of chalk caught on particularly around Boxley
altlioLrgl'r the clunch here appears of a particularly durable nature.

5.1.4 The use of chalk only above ground level demonstrates that the builders rvere aware of
chalk's porous natlrre and unsuitabilitv as a t'oundation material. Appreciating that, it is
¿rlso interesting to note that chalk has been used in each of the kiln bases, suggesting
possibly that the kilns r.vere seen as ephemeral strucfures.

5.1.5 Among the other curiosities is the brick northem r.vall. contrasting with the other, partially
chalk rvalls. This rvoLrld appear to either suggest that the building formerly extended further
to the north and that it was truncated with a later brick rvall, or that the building was
t'on-nerly open at lìrst tloor level to incorporate a loading bay. Either arrangement would
have uecessitated an alteration in the properly boundary because the wall forms the northern
boundary. adjoining land belonging to the Hemritage.

5.1.6

5.1.7

Either possibility is supported by the existence of a series of srnall structures apparently
rvithin the Hernitage grounds, adjoining the northern boundary of the malthouse. These
structltres are perpendicular to the malthouse and form a courlyard to the rear of the
maltings. Their eastemmost edge, horvever, is located at the north-westem corner of the
malthouse. suggesting that the maithouse fomrerly continued nofih or that the area had to
remaill open to accommodate a loading bay. This is supported by some evidence at the
northetn end of the roof space suggestir-rg that this hipped end has been rebuiit. There is a
riclge-piece at this point contrasting with no ridge-piece in the rest of the roof structure.

Unf-ortunately it has not been possible to thoroughly inspect either the perpendicular
strltctures or the northem r.vall of the maltings. due to boundary lvalls and healy ivy growth.
Thus interpretation of this area remains limited and inconclusive.

5.2.1

5.2.1.1

5.2 Grouncl floor (Figure 2)

Lobb¡'(G0)
The ground tloor is entered throu-qh a lobby at the south of the building. sandwiched
betn'een the mai¡r. Phase 1 kiln (Nol) to the east al.ìd the storage area to the lvest. The
exterllal door has a brick segmental arch over matchins the ground tloor r.vindows, showing
that the door is primary'(Plate 1). The first tloor is reached by an open-tread timber
staircase (Plate l3) rvithin the lobby, leading to the soLrth-west corner of the upper growing
floor. This staircase cau be seen to be seconclarv partly by a small led,ee table beneath it,
rlext to the doorn'ay to the ground tloor. rvhich is virtually unusable with the staircase in-
sitLt. anc'l u'hich no cloubt rvould have been used t'or keeping notes on quantities of malt or
Itops prodttced and prodttction progress. More conclusive proof that the staircase opening
is also secondary is shorvn by the joist holes eitl-rer slde of the opening above. shorving that
the fìrst tloor strttcture tbrlrerly continned, expandin-e the room previously t'ormed by F3
and F4. It ts not possible to be certain of the locatton of the primary staircase but it is
possible that the¡z were at the r.vestern end of the smallPhase 1 projection. at the location of
the secondary staircase serving the cottage/kiln (G3).

t
I
T
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5.2.2
5.2.2.1

Lorver growing lloor (Gl)
Tlre lower grorving f'loor. ( 17.75 m x 5.75 m) rvhere soaked barley would be spread to begin
gemrination, tìlled the eastem haif of the ground floor of the main Phase I structure, to the
north of tlre main kiln (No l) and adjacent to the five later kilns (Plate 10). The floor
sttrtace is ¿r cement screecl. as is fypical of grorving f'loors. and slopes gently down (by c 4
ctrr ) tolards the line of kilns. The exact outline ol the cement floor at this point is unclear,
it havin-q largely cracked and come a'uvay, beneath the gentle slope and in tiont of the kiln
t'rases.

Steep (Plate 11)

Tlre steep (inner dimeusions: 2.1 x2.1 x 0.9 m tall). in rvhich barley r,vould be soaked prior
to spleaclin-u over tlte grorvin-q floor. is a brich line tank. r.vith cement rendered surfaces,
which remains in-situ torvards the south-rvest coffrer of the lor,ver grorving floor (Plate 11).
lt norv contains a small anlount of rvater and is tèd rvith rain from the central roof gulley,
via a -stttter and dorvn pipe. It has not been possible to locate the drain but must still operate
(inefficiently)ciue to the small amount olwater constantly present. Two hatches in the side

5.2.2.2 As part olthe developnlent the ground iloor s,as lor.vered to allow a greater i'loor to ceiling
height and a rvatching brief rvas undertaken dunng the removal of the fìoor construction,
thus revealing the t-oundation and ground floor construction (see Appendix A fbr details).

5.2.2.3 There is a slight but ciear concave ramp (16 cm wide, rising c 3 cm) spanning the growing
iìoor (east-'uvest) (see Figure 2). This possibly relates to the movement of germinating
barley along the floor tiom the steep and the desire to keep different pieces separate while
still betng able to easily move it along the floor.

5.2.2.4 There are fìr,e main timber beams, 19 cm r,vide (underside of beam 1.9 m above ground
fìoor) spannrng the building east-west and supporting the first floor (Plates 7, 10, 20). The
beams are supported by an intermediate row of five, primary timber posts ( I 5 cm x I 5 cm),
each one rvith small chamfers and a wide (2.33 m) load-spreading head, nsing gently to
either side of the post, immediately beneath the main beam.

5.2.2.5 Several secondary posts were added, probably in an attempt to prop up a weak first floor,
prior to its partial collapse. A post exists belor.v the second beam from the north, between
the rorv of main posts and the east wall, resting directly on the floor tìxed by a small lead
shoe. There rvas clearly another secondary post, beneath the third beam from the north,
evidenced by a sin-rilar shoe. and there remains. adjacent to this one. another post at the
eclge of the collapsed area.

5.2.2.6 Lead'socks'remain in-situ around each of the existing posts on the ground t'loor to prevent
the rvet grain tiom rotting the base of the posts (Plate 10 and 11). These socks. however,
clifïer considerably in height. The one fr-ulhest to the south is 43 crn tall but the one furthest
north is only 16 cm tall.

5.2.2.7 The posts and beams also contain a significant amount of graffiti and dates of interest. Oct
1891 is scrarvled on the northern side of northern mostbeam. towards the east wall, while
Sept 1870 is rvritten on the nofthern side of the angled load-spreading head supporting the
sallte beam. Nerv Tons 1940 is written on the south side of the same beam again

5.2.2.8 Three non-glazed r,vindo'"vs exist to the road elevation (east) beneath brick segmental- arches. Each is tirrber fiamed rvith five vertical iron bars and horizontally hung, lntemal
tiuber shutters. Shutters snch as these are typical tèatures of maltings gror,ving floors,
allou'ins control of ventilation and sr-rnlight to ensure an even spread of germination lvithin
the barlev.

5.2.3
5.2.1.1

I
t
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5.2.3.2

5.2.4
5.2.4.1

r'valls above the steep exist allowing access. The tìrst is 1.15 m wide x 1 m tall (with its
base directly on the rvall of the steep) ',vithin tl-re timber stud partition adjoining G2 and G3
to the south (lbrmerly a single room). The second hatch. which is now blocÈed, is in the
rvestem rvall. and r,vould t-ormerly have linked the steep with the room which became the
kitchen (G7) in the conage. This rnay suggest that the kitchen was fbrmerly used as storage
for barley. prior to transfèr to the steep tlroLrgh this hatch, but the op.ning has a brick
se-smental arch to match the other pnmary openings rvithin the building and it ìs clear that it
rvas originally simplv a external rvindorv increasing ventilation rvithin the lower growing
floor' Three small openrngs (D. E, F) are visrble in the 1'loor above the steep to allow for
shutes to trll the steep rvrrh barley from the frrst floor storage area (see Room Þ2, rig :¡.

Until the repeal of the Vlalt Tax in 1880 the process f-ollowing the steeping of barley was
coltchin-t. The couch tiame would be located adjacent to the steep and would generally
cot-tsist of f-our comer posts supporting three lixed boarded sides and a f'ourth side of
removable slats. When the tax man had visited and measured the barley in the couch frame
the fbtrfth side rvas removed and the grain spread over the gror.ving floor. There is no
sr"trviving evidence of the couch tiame at Boxley but it would clearly have either been to the
north of the steep at the present locatior-r of Kiin 2 or. as is more iikely. to the east of the
steep acljacent to the entrance to the lower grorving lìoor.

Storvage to west of Kiln I (G213)
Tlre original maltings contained a room (6.2 m x 4.3) fbr the storage of barley to the west of
Kiln 1, partially contained within the small projection perpendicular to the main body of the
building. The original room has now been drvided by a modern stud partition so that half
the origrnal f'loor area. and both windows, are no\.v within a room (G3) in the cottage. The
section which remains as a part of the maltings (G3) has boarded walls and the hatch
through which barley would have been shovelled to be soaked in the steep. Small traces of
gauze were noted a-qainst the south wall in G3 sealing the gaps between timber boards
covering the brick end rvall. It is only present up to a height of c 50 cm. and apparently
confìnls that the room (G2 and G3) was used tbr the storage of grarn.

The hatch linking the room with the steep apparently confirms that this area \Mas for storage
of barley but it is also significant that there is a circular iron lined l0 cm diameter hole and
cloth shute above (and another tbrmer hole: G. H) allowing the transfer of materials from
the tìrst t'loor F3. r,vhich logically coulcl be t-or the r-rnloading of malt from the kiln. The
holes and shute are likely to be secondary. insefted either when it r.vas decided to unload all
the kilned malt to the storage loli and nse F3 t'or barley or when the kiln ,"vas used to dry
hops and the shute usedto fill sacks beneath (dìscussed in greaterdetail at 5.3.12).

Tlre floor rvithin G2l3 ís boarded and is rarsed by 38 cm above the -qround to the level of the
rest ol the grounci fìoor. by three beams orientated north-south supporting joists. This is the
orlly sectiot-t of the ground f'loor rvith a suspended floor and may be a clue conhrming its
fìrnction. It rvas possibly f-elt to be important to achieve a level of air florv beneath the
storecl graln to redltce the risk of it premaflrrelv beginning germination. The floor is in a
sttbstantiallv worse condition than the flrst floor timbers, being largely rotten and unable to
support any signifìcant rveight. It is most likel¡l that this is due to air bricks having become
blocked.

5.3 First floor'(Figure 3)

f pper grorving floor (Fl)
The main fìrst tloor area. directlyabove the lou'er grorving floor. is occupied by the upper

-utou'in-u t-loor (Plate 4). A section of the upper growing floor has collapsed. measuring 5.7
trt x 3.2 m. torvards the centre of the floor and against the east wall. This has allowed a

5.2.4.2

5.2.4.3
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clear view of the fìrst floor construction. consisting of layers of clay tiles, bonded together
rvith a cement morlar. below a cement screed surfàce and above a timber boarded ceiling
(Plate 7). Such a floor construction is lypical t-or a maltings growing floor, being prool
a-{Ìainst rot. non-combustible, strong, requiring substantial strength and being ideal for
conducting and radiating the heat generated by the germinating barley. The collapsed
section has also allor,ved a view iiom below of the houiings in the main beams where the
joists t'omrerly suppor-ting the tìrst floor have collapsed. The housings consist of a recessed
mouth ancl pairs of adiacent mortice holes, on the central line of the housing, extending
throuqh the main beam. to aliorv joists rvithtrvo tenons to slot in.

5.3.1.2 Sirnilarly to the ground lloor alrangement, there are tìve main timber posts along the spine
of the btrildin-u rvith two secondary posts to the east of the spine, either side of the third bay
fì'om the north. One of the secondary posts is in-situ rvhile the other one was formerly
above the area of collapsed floor and is suggested by a post head on the beam above. It is
perhaps Lrnlikely that the posts were added simply when the first floor began to bow and
look r.veak because then they would probably only have been added at gïound floor level.
The two pairs of extra posts. may therefore suggest that some machinery was inserted
requiring extra support. possibly such as a hop press.

5.3.1.3 A hop press is a commonly found featurre in oast houses, normally located towards the kiln,
rvhich rvould consist ol a frame, above a floor hatch with pocket suspended below. The
liame rvould support a winch mechanism used to force down a press into the sack to
compact the dried hops. Earlier oast houses, and less advanced later ones, did not have a
hop press ancl the sacks rvere filled and compacted manually by means of a man standing
rvithin the sack. If-, as is thought, the row of tìve kilns to the west were for hops, a central
hop press inserted here (r'vithin the collapsed tloor section) would be logical. However, the
rnaltings operation would clearly have had to have been permanently abandoned to
accommoclate the hop press within the growing floor and it is thought possible that with so
many kilns in the building both malting and oasting continued simultaneously or perhaps
alternated seasonally.

5.3.t.4 Alten-ratively it n-ray well be that hop sacks were filled manually through primary hatches
relating to the maltings. The only exrsting hatch within the upper growing floor (B)
allor.ving vertical access to the lower growing fìoor is located at the northern end of the
building and is directly below a further hatch (C) in the loft tloor above. The double hatch
rvortld clearly allor,v the easy transfer of stored materials, possibly both kilned malt and
dried hops at different periods in the building's history, from the storage loft to the ground
tloor. When the site was visited a iarge board had been placed over hatch B between
ground and fìrst floors r'vith a ladder standing on the board utilising the opening (C) above.
Each l-ratch probably had a variety of uses, one of which was to allow the raising of partially
gemrinated barley (the piece) which had been tumed and gradually moved along the lower
grorving floor fiom the steep and which would then slor,vly return along the upper growing
tloor torvards tl,e Kiln 1. Altematively the piece may have been hoisted from the ground
tìoor b1, a f'ormer hoist mechanism at the cun ent location of Kiln 6. A possible hoist here is
tentatively suggested by tèaflrres ,'vithin the storage lofi (see belorv).

5.3.1.5 The olllv evidence olother hatches is also ton'ards the northem end of the building rvhere
tl-rere is sorue trimming (A) rvithin the tloor strlrcture. visrble from belorv, apparently of a
tbuler square opening. ¡\s has been mentioned above it is also possible that there was a
tìu'ther hatch rvitl-rin the collapsed t'loor area. possibly accommodating a hop press q other
rrachinery.

5.3.1.6 A tirnber loading door. split horizontally. is located towards Kiln 1 (door 1.35 m wide,0.6
rn tì'om the kiln) opening to the sffeet elevation at fìrst floor level (Plate 19). The main
timber loaciing beam is located on the floor of the storage loft, protruding from the building
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at eaves level and attached to the joists by means of two iron straps, visible from below.
There is no gable or dormer projection above the beam and thus there is no access to the
loft fi'om the pulley.

5.3.1.7 That the pulley and loading beam do not provide access to the storage loft, despite the fact
that it is tlìe only surviving loading bay, suggests that this may be a secondary feature.
There appears to be enough evidence to accept that the storage loft was primary (see 5.4)
and if this was the primary loading bay it rvould be logical and relatively easy to have
incorporated a dormer in the roof to allow access to the loft. It appears most likely that
there lvas originally access to the roof space thror-rgh a loading bay towards the northern end
of the building (discussed in 5.4 below) and that the loading beam adjacent to the kiln was
inserted wl-ren this primary loading bay ceased to be used. Being inserted into an existing
building it was much easier simply to lay the loading beam flat on the loft floor rather than
insert a loading dormer into the roof structure. The aesthetics of the east elevation also
suggests that this loading door is secondary. The three ground and three first floor openings
are staggered to create a stepped 'rhythm' in the elevation which is awkwardly broken by
the door directly above (and very close to) the ground floor opening furthest to the south.

5.3.1.8 Another pulley mechanism is attached to the wall, irnmediately below the line of the joists,
to the north of the door opening. Two north - south joists, parallel with the wall on which
the pulley is fixed, have been cut, in line with the pulley, as if to accommodate a rope and
possibly another pulley. The first cut is within the joist adjacent to the pulley and the

second cut is in a joist 3.55 m away. There is no clear evidence of a second pulley adjacent
to the second cut.

5.3.1.9 The windorv openings are again typical of those of maltings grorving floor, consisting of
three tir,rber fì'amed and timber barred windor,vs (non-glazed) in the east rvall, again with
horizontally hung shutters, in bays alternating with those to the lower growing floor. The
west elevation has five smaller windows, witli two timber verticals, set diagonally, at first
floor level. Another feature which in many n-raltings is important in identifuing the former
growing floors is the low floor-to-ceilin-e height, especially of the upper grorving floors. At
Boxley tl-re first floor to joist height is 2.03 m, rvhich is not as low as in some maltings
althougl-r it is necessary to stoop beneath the main beams. This height is being increased as

part of tl-re current clevelopment.

5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Storvage to west of Kiln I (F2/314)
The area above the steep (F2) was clearly for storage of barley, and three in-filled holes
(each c 15 x 12 cm) are visible in the timber boarded floor indicating the former presence of
shutes to transfer the barley into the steep below (See D, E, F). There is also a slotted hatch
(I) in the ceiling, directly above one the th¡ee holes in the floor, suggesting that barley was
also stored in the room above and dropped down either to hrst floor level or directly to the
steep. Also confirming thatF2 was for storage of grain is the presence of a series of thin
lorv gauze strips, similar to those found in G213, sealing the joints between horizontal
boards on the stud partition dividing the room from Kiln 2.

5.3.2.2 The area within the first floor Phasé l projection, to the west of Kiln 1, is divided into two
.. main rooms: F3 (4.3 m x 3.45 m) and F4 (4.3 m x 3.65 m) by a secondary'partition. The

i. . partition consists of a Z m length of timber studding with lath andlplaster surface to each
face (possibly nineteenth century) adjacent to tlte south wall. This section also contains a

., : hatch (65 crn tall x 55 cm r,vide, l.l m above floor) too smalland awkwardly located for the

:. pllrllose of transfering grain . Extending the partition to the north, is a 1.4 m length of
harclboarcl, painted white.

5.3.2.3 F3 has been reduced in size thLrough the addition of the enclosed (by timber boarding)
staircase rising from the ground floor lobby (probably enclosed to prevent malt/barley
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falling clorvn the stair opening). A non-glazed window (boarded) exists within the south
wall of F3 witli three veltical timber bars, similar in design to those of the growing floor.
Trvo small circular holes (G, H) exist within the boarded floor of F3, each one c 10 cm
diameter. One of the holes retains an iron lining around it and a cloth shute descending to
the ground floor. The other hole is in-filled with timber.

5.3.2.+ The timber joists supporting the storage loft above are exposed. A small area (J) (2.15 x 1.2
m) adjacent to the staircase which has no primary joists, the floor boards above simply
being supported by thin inserted timbers (Plate 16). This would suggest a large opening

i , betrveen first and second floor, possibly for the transfer of materials although it may have
accommodated a set of stairs. The western edge of this opening is against a north-south
tir,Tber beant, supported by a narrow timber post. A small hole within the floor indicates the
former existence of a second supporting post.

5.3.2.5 F4 has also been reduced in size through the addition of a staircase serving the cottage to
the west. This is enclosed by a plastered, stud partition with a window allowing visual
access betr,veen the room and the staircase. It is a wo-light window with timber mullion
and 12 small rectangular panes to each light divided by lead strips. The staircase has a
domestic nature and strongly appears to have been inserted when the western kiln was
converted to a cottage, although as discussed earlier it is thought quite likely that there was
a previous staircase here, serving the maltings. The windorv (which looks of a greater age
than the conversion) was presumably only added with the partition when the staircase was
reorientated to serve the cottage and it must have been reused from elsewhere.

5.3.2.6 There is also a single rvindow within the south wall of F4 but this one is deeper, timber
fran-red with single mullion (four panes to each side) and is glazed (Plate 1). The wìndow
appears to have been inserted, probably in an existing opening. This may have happened

'uvhen the second main kiln to the west, was converted to a cotta-se to create a larger living
area, a theory rvhich is enhanced by the fact that the ceiling is plastered within F4 (unlike
in F3). F4 is also floor boarded (24 cm',vide)

5.3.2.7 It is less easy to be certain of the original purpose of these two rooms (F3/4) than of F2
above the steep exept that they have had more than one function. The logical assumption is
that when the malthouse lvas first built, kilned malt was unloaded into F3/4 where it was
dressed (removal of rootlets), cleaned and prepared for storage. The malt may then have
been transfered up to the storage loft through the possible hatch identified by the area
r.vithout joist (mentioned above). Within the same general anangement, the angled hatch in
the westem face of the kiln hood (see 5.5.6) rvould alternatively allow for the transfer of
malt directly to the storage loft. However, the shute and hole in the floor þresumably
secondary) suggest the transfer of materials from F3/4 to G2l3 (where barley is thought to
have been stored). It maybe that at some time it was decided to transfer all malt directly to
the loft, thus allowing the storage of barley in F3l4 or it may be that it was decided to store
all barley above the steep, thus allowing malt to be unloaded into F3/4 and bagged in G2/3
via the shute. It is also possible that Kiln 1 was for a period used as a hop kiln and that dried
hops were unloaded into F3/4 and bagged through the 10 cm diameter shutes (G, H). The
evidence points, as with other features of the building, towards a variety of uses for the
rooms and it is likely that during its life F3l4 has been irsed for'storage of both malt and
barley and possibly hops.
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5.4 Storage loft/roof structure

A timher .floored storage loft ß present above the first floor, ín three ntøin sections
following the L-slnped Phsse I building.

5.4.7
5.4.1.1

Northern storage loft
The main loft space is directly above the two growing floors, to the north of Kiln I and
within the eastern half of the double hipped, M-shaped roof space (Figure 5). The roof to
this side of the building has a single softwood purlin to either pitch, clasped by collar
(r.rnderside 1.8 m above floor) and principal rafter (of only marginally larger section than
common rafters). Five tie-beams directly support the timber boarded floor. For the main
length of the roof there is no ridge-piece, but there is one within the bay adjoining the
hipped, norlhern end (Plate 15). This suggests that the hipped end has been rebuilt,
supporling the theory that the building originally extended further to the north, or that the
roof formerly contained a loading dormer at this end.

5.4.1.2 The structure supporting the roof to the western half is similar but does additionally contain
a pair of angled struts between each purlin and tie-beam. We can be certain that these
struts were not added to support the stud partition between kiln bays, because a pair of posts
is also present betrveen the bays sharing a cowl vent (Kilns 2+3, 4+5) and where there is no
partition. (For more information on the cowl vents and the roof structure above the kilns
see 5.6 below). A curiosity of the roof above the kilns to the west, is the presence of 'split
trusses'. There are four tie-beams, (each with struts supporting the purlin) above each
hopper junction, br-rt only three sets of principal rafters secured by collars off-line from the
tie-beams and struts (Plate 8). This side of the roof may therefore have undergone some
alteration, although a major rebuilding is unlikely as there is no ridge-piece in the western
roof (except for in the location of the former corvls).

5.4.1 .3 The contrast behveen the stmctures of tl-re two sides of the roof is instructive in suggesting
that the present anangement, of open storage space to the east with divided space above the
five kilns is original.

5.4.1.4 The main storage loft measures 18 x 3.55 m on plan with a floor to ridge height of 2.65 m.
The floor is not the full width of the roof. It is instead bounded by two rows of short
verlical studs (c 47 cm high), lined with partially intact wooden boards, latterly overlain
with sheet metal lining.

5.4.1.5 There are two trap doors existing in the floor, one at the northern end of the building (C),
directly above a similar opening in the first floor (referred to previously), and one at the
southern end (K) adjacent to the kiln (1.55 x 9.5 m).

5.4.1 .6 Among the most interesting features of the storage loft is the presence of a doorway at the
northem end of the loft, between the main floor area and the adjacent roof space above Kiln
6. At this point there is a return on the double hipped roof (believed to be secondary),
which allows such a link, and a lath and plaster partition, supported by stud-work, with a

cenfral, timber framed doorway dividing the two spaces. In addition to this there is a

second timber stud frame, lvithout evidence of laths, c 95 cm to the east of the parallel main
partition. This frame is set on a horizontal timber floor plate.

5.4:1.7 Thç doorway appears to have no likely function within the,present arrangement of the
buildir.rg, being directly above Kiln 6, and rnust be a clue to the malting's former
arrangement. One possibility is that immediately above and beyond this doorway there was
a loading pulley, within the building, for raising and lowering between floors. There is no
evidence immediately apparent for such as feature but a comprehensive inspection of this
area was not possible due to lack of light and it being beyond the extent of the floor. The
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possibility that this end of the building was open to the north has been referred to above
(5.1.5 and 5.i.6) and such a feature r.vould easily allow wagons to be pulled into the
building to be unloaded/loaded under cover and moved around the building vertically by a
loading winch.

5.4.1.8 The evidence again points to the northem part of the storage loft having several functions
ovçr time. It is almost certainly primary (open trusses) and must therefore have been used
for storage in the nialtings process.

5.4.t.9 Lpgically, a large storage area such as this might sometimes have been used for storing
kilned malt, prior to dispatch. However, as discussed elsewhere, the only two hatches
within the kiln (other than that facing the upper grorving floor used to load the kiln) are to
the west and suggest that kilned malt was unloaded to this side. There is no direct link
betr.veen the kiln and the main loft space although it would be possible (with certain
spillage) to throw malt from the kiln through the adjacent hatch in the loft floor. The
advantages of an angled hatch to this side would be overwhelming. It is possible that barley
was stored in this area, although there is no link with the steep. It therefore appears likely
that the loft was used for malt with a former angled hatch in the kiln hood. Such a hatch
may have been in-filled when/if the kiln operated as a hop kiln or the hood may have been
rebuilt at this time without a hatch. After a storage period of probably about a month the
nralt would have transfered from the loft to waggons for despatch, via a loading bay at the
northern end of the building as discussed above.

5.4.1.10Trvo hop sacks were found within the northern storage loft (stamped 1945), along with a

strar.v filled sack mathess. These rvould both tentatively point tor.vards the floor being used
as a hop cooling floor. It would be common for the hop dryer to sleep close to the kiln
during the season to allow him to closely regulate the dying process. However there is no
link between the floor and the five small kilns (thought to have been for hops) and no direct
hatch between the main kiln (possibly used for hops for a period). Hops could not therefore
have been easily throrvn to the floor making its use as a hop cooling floor unlikely.
Additionally, there is no evidence of a hop press on the second floor to pack the hops once
coolecl (although sacks could have been hung through the hatches and manually pressed).

5.4.2
5.4.2.r

Western storage loft
The smaller western storage loft, which cannot be accessed from the northern loft, is in two
sections following the layout of the main Phase 1 building, extending along the western
projection and above the steep in a perpendicular direction. The main westem loft floor is
3.4 nr wide x 7.45 m long, extending to the end of the Phase 1 building where it is
terninated with modern (trventieth century) timber tongue and groove boarding with a

snrall hatch allowing a vierv through to the cottage kiln beyond. The smaller space is 3.4 m
long (to the rear ofthe ashlar studs).

5.4.2.2 There is no existing staircase between the first floor and western storage loft and the only
way of accessing it is to arvkwardly climb into the kiln space (standing on the hatch frame)

: and,then up through the angled hatch in the kiln hood above. There must originally have

bçen a set of stairs allowing access to the r,Ãiestem loft, either located in the area without
floor joists (mentioned above) or possibly towards the western end above the other set of
stairs. Unfortunatley it was not possible to make a detailed inspection of the whole of the

5.4.2.3 It rvas also not possible to conclusively date the roof structure above the western loft due to
the as}laring studs, rafters and roof ridge being covered by modem softwood tongue and
groove boarding. The modem boarding obscures the construction of the roof but what is
clear is that the tmsses are open and that there is a softwood purlin supported by four
unevenly spaced collars (underside 1.65 cm above floor).
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5.4.2.4 The smaller perpendicular section to tl,e storage loft, above the steep, is accessed via a
wide (1.38 m) opening within the roof structure, immediately to the east of the central
principal rafter. It is similarly covered with modern tongue and groove boarding partially
obscuring i-ts construction but there is a principal rafter and collar (underside 1.84 cm above
floor). Immediately to the south of the collar is a small hatch on the westem slope allowing
external access to the roof gulley between the Phase I pitched roof and the adjacent
extension to the second kiln.

5.4.2.5 As, has been previottsly mentioned, it is thought probable that the area directly above F2
and the steep, lvould have been used for the storage of barley and a there is a slotted, timber
hatch (I) visible in the floor to allow the dropping of the grain down into F2 or through a
shr.rte directly to the steep. Assuming that this area above the steep was for barley storage it
seems certain that the rest of the western storage loft was also originally for this purpose as
the only access to the area above the steep is through the adjacent loft and in malting it was
important to keep malt and barley separate due to their different moisture contents. There
rvould clearly have had to have needed to be a direct external access link to the western loft
as there is no existing means of transfering materials to or from it. As discussed elsewhere
it is assumed that the Phase 1 building must have included a loading bay at the western end
of the projection, through which barley could enter the building, which was removed when
the second kiln was consh'ucted.

5.4.2.6 If this analysis of the prirnary layout is correct the angled hatch (90 cm high x 110 wide)
r'vithin the r.vestern face of the kiln hood, which rvould allow malt, or dried hops, to be
scooped up from the kiln floor and thrown ìnto the westem storage loft, must relate to a
later phase of the building.

5.5 Nlain kiln

5.5.1 The primary kiln (No 1) is located at the south-eastern corner of the maltings, its location
being immediately apparent by the pyramid shaped, tile covered, roof. The cowl is no
longer in-situ but some of the timber members were found '"vithin the building, adjacent to
the kiln and a new, ornamental cowl is to be added as part of the current development. The
kiln floor was supported by a grid-iron of ten square, iron tie-bars visible on the south and
east facades (Plate 1)

5.s.2 The kiln's base is c2.2 m x 2.1 m in plan enlarging to 4.3 m x 4.4 m at the first floor drying
surface and converging to a circular cowl kerb of approximately 70 cm diameter. The
western face of the base, incorporating the arched opening to the hearth, adjacent to the
main entrance to the building, is of brick, contrasting with the chalk walls of the rest of the
base, and incorporates the arched hearth. The hearth surround consists of a narrow
segmental brick arch, r.vithin a square headed projection, supported by an arched cast iron
plate built into the side walls. The side walls taper gently torvards the floor and form an
entrance to the inner kiln base, the surface of which is raised above.ground level but
beneath the Side walls. It is likely that there were fire-bars within the hearth supþorting the
fire, although there is no apparent evidence ofthese.

A ground floor passage allows access around the kiln and to a low level ventilating
regulator in the north wall. This opening is 37 cm (w) x 29 cm (h) and is covered with a
cast iron. plate raised and lowered by a simple chain and pulley mechanism. This passage
around the kiln would probably have been used for storage of some of the fuel required by
the malt kiln, partly hinted at by a raised stone barrier (17 cm high) at the western end of
the southern side of the kiln and by remnants of coal/anthracite found in the passage

beneath later debris. Anthracite would normally have been used in such a kiln, due to the

5.5.3
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material's low smoke emìssions. A timber wall plate rests on the top of each wall of the
kiln base supporting timber rafters rising to the drying floor. These rafters support a lath
and plaster surface to the plenum chamber, the plaster being of a chalþ, fibrous texture. It
was not possible to undertake a detailed inspection of the inner lining of the plenum
chamber but it rvas possible to confîrm that it would have been tiled although few tiles
appear to rèmain in-situ.

5.5.4 The drying floor of the kiln is a cast iron grill with openings 15 cm x 1.31 m, covered by a
partially qemaining woven iron mesh. This surface is 83 cm above the first floor of the
malthouse r.vhich allows a relatively easy loading from the f,rrst floor and unloading to the

. seconcl floor. Although the cast iron grill seems rather insubstantial for its purpose, needing
to be sh'ong enough to hold c 8 inches of malt as well as a man to unload, the surface of
wire surface is typical of a malt kiln (and hop kiln).

5.5.5 The ten iron tie-bars, strengthening the kiln in a north-south and east-west direction, are
located immediately beneath the drying floor and are secured to the internal timber frame of
the kiln. There is no evidence of a louvred surface at the drying level, which is common in
oast houses and which could be opened to drop hops down onto a large drawer, although
this does not rule out its former use as a hop kiln.

5.5.6 The kiln r,valls at drying level (chalk to south and east, plastered timber frame partition to
north and west) rise vertically c 1.5 m above the kiln floor. The hood of the kiln is
constructed of timber rafters, resting on a timber wall-plate on top of the extemal chalk wall
and on the inner timber frame, supporting a lath and plaster internal surface which becomes
conical as it rises to the vent. There is a single angled hatch in the hood providing access to
the r,vestem storage loft and two vertical hatches in the intemal walls of the kiln opening to
tl,e upper growing floor (north) and to F3 (west). Each of these vertical openings have
double tin,ber doors opening away from the kiln.

5.5.7 Interpreting the hatches of Kiln I is relatively straightforward, although as with other
aspects of this maltings there are questions raised and deviations from logic. When
operating as a maltings the green malt would clearly arrive at the kiln from the upper
glor.ving floor and would then be loaded into the kiln through the timber double doors in the
north wall of the kiln. The kilned malt would then be unloaded to the west, either through
the doors to F3 or through the angled hatch to the rvestern storage loft, where it would be
dressed to remove rootlets and prepared for storage.

5.5.8 Although it is known that the kiln was originally constructed for the drying of malt, its
dimensions would be very typical for a hop kiln and other features such as the vent and heat
regulator rvould allow its easy conversion. It has been suggested that the front of the kiln
hood has been rebuilt to allow its conversion to a hop kiln but comparing the front face of
the plenum chamber with the sides does not convincingly suggest two phases. It appears
highly likely that the entire hood has been rebuilt, possibly several times, as they were
probably considered to be relatively ephemeral structures, to be rebuilt occasionally while
reusing the masonry base. The timber studs supporting the plenum chamber are either
hand-sawn 9r roughly machine-iut, generally being wavey edged and joined with
nineteenth century cut nails.

It is Quite possible that a kiln of this type'could be used for either process without
undergoing any structural alteration as the difference in heat required for each process is not
so great as.To prohibit their dual use and kilns have been used for both processes elsewhere.
Hop kilns more usually have three or four fires in the base to ensure a more even heat, as
opposed to the single hearth in the kiln at Boxley, but again this does not seem to rule out
the possibility of its dual use.

5.5.9
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5.5.10 Having acknorvledged that in all probability the original kiln could have been used for
drying hops it seems unlikely that it would have done so, if, as is believed, the five srnaller
kilns r.vere for hops (see below). An alternative scenario, in which this kiln is used for hop
drying, may be that the five smaller kilns were built for hops (possibly replacing the kiln
then converted to a cottage) while retaining the older kiln for malting, but that they were not
successful so hop clrying was also undertaken using Kiln 1.

5.6 Five smaller kilns (Figure 9)

5.6.1 The main puzzle at the start of the project was the existence of the five smaller kilns along
the 'uvestem side of the malthouse, The largely chalk base of each kiln measures c 1.5 m x
L5 m in plan, and above each is a timber framed hopper rising to first floor drying floor
(not in-situ) at rvhich point each measures c 3 m x c 3.5 m in plan. Above each hopper
there are no individual enclosed hoods, just an unventilated hipped roof (Figures 4, 5). The
affangement of kilns fits the building neatly with each kìln one bay in width.

5.6.2 Each kiln base is formed with three chalk rvalls to rear and sides (20 cm deep walls)
er-rclosing a brick base, the top of which is c 60 cm above ground and c 45 cm below the
height of the side walls (Plate 5). The front of each kiln consists of a (partially remaining)
projecting brick horseshoe arch forming an opening to the fire chamber of the kiln and
surounding the recessed hearth. The full brick arched surround only survives on Kiln 2,
the front of the others having been demolished. The brick inner base of this kiln also
projects forward within the hearth front which may have allowed a frre box to be inserted.
The construction of the plenum chambers of Kilns 2-5 is identical to that of Kiln l,
consisting of a timber stud frame supporting a lath and plaster surface with a tiled inner
lining.

5.6.3 A horizontal timber plate rests on top of the three chalk walls and above the brick arch, and
supporls a series of parallel, angled rafters supporting the lath and plaster inner surface.
The front face of each of the hopper frames is r,vhite-washed while the timber and plaster to
the outer surfaces of the sides and rear are bare. A possible reason for this may be the
greater heat below the front face, with the loading of the kiln, requiring the protection of the
white-r,vashed surface. Each plenum chamber shorvs the outline of a ceramic tiled inner
surfàce. a fer.v tiles remaining in-situ, laid on a chalþ, crumbly plaster containing fibres of
hair. From the limited inspection possible it appears that these rvere old, reused roof tiles.

5.6.4 A timber stud partition with white-washed lath and plaster inner face runs north-south,
dividing the space above the hoppers from the adjacent hrst floor growing floor. Any
smoke is therefore prevented from spreading within the building. Five door openings exists
rvithin this partition, without doors in-situ, providing access to the kiln floor within each
bay. The doonvays are raised c 10 cm above the suspected level of each of the former kiln
drying surfaces and 42 cm above that of the upper growing floor. The former existence of
drying floors above each kiln is largely conjectural and based on logical assumptions. No
evidence appears to survive of any of the drying floors but rvhat this does show is that,
assuming thére were such features, in contrast to Kiln I they were relatively light and that.
not integrated into the maltings structure.

Clear eyidence exists to show that above the five kilns there were formerly three simple
upstanding'chimneyicowls (K, L, M) (Plate 8). This evidence consists of pairs of diagonal
timbers between rafters with the rafters cut immèdiately above the diagonal members-
Added to that is the existence of a ridge-piece in each section above the diagonals,
contrasting with the rest of the roof. This demonstrates that the rafter sections immediately
above tlie cut are secondary, along with the whole section of roof above the diagonals. The
eviclence strongly sllggests that light-weight vent surrounds would have rested on each of

s.6.5
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5.6.6

.':

the pairs of diagonals, projecting above the roof line and allorving for the release of smoke
generated in the kilns belorv.

Tliere is evidence of a lath and plaster inner surface part way up each roof slope, from the
eates to the underside of each of the former vent openings, at the lower end of the diagonal
members (Plate 9, Fig a). This demonstrates that there was a suspended ceiling at this level
to ensure the smoke and fumes only rose through the cowl openings. This also explains the
lack of smoke marking the now exposed roof rafters. Additional evidence of the former
corvl/chimney structure is present in the form of a horizontal timber, similar to a truss collar
spanning between purlins, directly beneath each of the tltee former openings, c 45 cm
belor'v the underside of the diagonal members. This member would presumably have
supported the base of the upstanding vent structure (Plate 8).

5.6.7 It is apparent from the location of the three roof vents that the first would have been used by
Kiln 2, the second would have been shared by Kilns 3 and 4 and the last shared by Kilns 5

and 6 (See Figure 4). This arrangement is confirmed by the two timber stud partitions
rising from the top of the hopper ridges between Kilns 2 and 3, and 4 and 5 @late 5). Each
of these partitions rises to the level of the former suspended ceiling at the underside of the
vent openings.

5.6.8 The main questions to be answered atthe start of the projectre-earding the five small kilns

"vere: 
what was their function, are they original and if not what is their phasing?

5.6.9 As suggested above the evidence points towards the conclusion that the five kilns were used
for clrying hops. This is based as much by ruling out other possibilities as by direct
eviclence of hop drying. It seems inconceivable that they were for kilning malt due to the
improbabilify of such an increase in malting capacity, adding five kilns to the existing one.
It also seems highly unlikely that they would be for drying barley (pnor to storage and
soaking) as there was normally only a need for a single barley kiln. The existence of multi-
kiln oasthouses is common however and the arrangement at Boxley, of several small
upstanding corvls sharing a single roof ridge, is also a relatively common feature of oast
houses. This is particularly so in buildings adapted to oasting from other purposes. For
example at Rock Farm, in Nettlestead, an oast house in Kent with a row of five kilns
beneath a hipped roof rvith a small conical vent above each kiln. Other examples in Kent
can be found at Mayfield Manor, Orpington and Catt's Place, Mile Oak (Walton, 1998).

5.6.10 There is some doubt placed on this assumption by the fact that hop drying requires higher
temperatures and that it appears that these smaller kilns would probably generate lower
temperatures than the larger one. This is suggested by the lack of an efficient hood to
funnel ar,vay fumes and generate air flow. As stated above, however, the difference in
temperatures required for the two processes is not particularly great and too much
importance should not be placed on this evidence doubting the kiln's use for hop drying.

5.6.11 As for whether the kilns are original, we can be fairly certain from the evidence that they
r,r,ere not but that they may have replaced a similar arrangement. That they are secondary is
suggested by a single joist hole, visible at ground floor level, in either face of each main
beam between each kiln (see Fig 5), implying that the first floor originally extended slightly
further west than that existing. The joist holes are located so that if they held a joist it
rvould coincide with the fi'ont faces of the plenum chamber frames. It may be that the
hoppers were rebuilt on existing, primary kiln bases, although this is doubtful because the
chalk bases to the kilns suggests that they were seen as ephemeral. What does seem certain,
from the fact that there is only a single joist hole in each beam, is that an open vertical space

was ah,vays intended on the west side of the malthouse.
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5.6.12 It is also clear that the kilns should not be seen as having identical processes and
developments. The hve kilns may each have been originally built for the same purpose but
there is evidence to show that Kiln 2 (and probably Kiln 3) was adapted, either for a
different purpose or in an attempt to make this kiln operate more successfully so that it is
nor,v quite distinct from the neighbouring kilns. The most obvious indication that there is a
distinction between Kiln 2 and its neighbours is that it is the only kiln r,vhich has not had its
brick fronting roughly knocked off and retains its projecting arch.

5.6.13 An important additional piece of evidence, also suggesting such a distinction, exists to the
rear of Kiln 2. The feature is hinted at by the fact that while the side walls of the other 4
srrall kilns are entirely of chalk, the uppermost 21 cm (3 courses) of the side walls of Kiln 2
are of brick (Plate l2). This is explained to the rear where an arched brick flue enters the
kiln through the three upper brick courses. The flue extends through the oute¡ wall of the
malthouse and into a later lean-to structure where it adjoins a shared chimney shaft @late 2,
see below for more detail). The flue is clearly shown to be secondary by the later brick
vertical extension to each of the walls of the kiln base, being at the same level and of the
same date as the flue. The flue exits the kiln at the base where the fuel would placed and
the conclusion may be that it was added to draw air through the kiln to generate a greater
heat. Another possibility may be that it was used to draw off some of the heat if the kiln
generated too much or possibly it was an attempt to allow the use of a different, cheaper
type of fuel by drawing off most of the smoke up the chimney. Charcoal was the standard
fuel for hop drying up to the 1930s. (Filn-rer R, 1982)

5.6.L4 Kiln 2 is the only kiln with such an arched flue adjoining to the rear but there is evidence to
su-qgest that Kiln 3 also formerly had a similar feature and there are further chimney shafts
to the exterior of the malthouse, which may have been connected to the kilns. It would be
logical to think that they r.vere originally linked to the other kilns, similarly to Kiln Z,but
there are no apparent holes rvithin the external wall of the malthouse to suggest such a link
and it seems more likely that they relate to a separate operation undertaken in a former lean-
to along tlie building's lvest elevation. (For more detail on the external chimney features see

s.7).

5.6.15 If number 2 (and No 3 ?) rvas the only kiln to have a flue added this would either suggest
tl-rat when this occured Kiln 2 lvas moved to a different process and the others retained
their oliginal function or that it retained its function (with the chimney added to improve
effìciency) and the other kilns were abandoned. At hrst glance each of the five plenum
chambers appears to be of roughly the same date (apparently contemporary with Kiln 1)
which suggests that, as the hoppers were seen as ephemeral structures to be rebuilt every
ferv years, all five kilns continued in operation after the insertion of the flue to Kiln 2 (and
3?). This points towards the interpretation that Kiln 2 (3?) moved to a different purpose
while the others remained in operation as hop kilns.

5.6.16 If the chimney ìvr/as added to increase the heat it may be that the revamped kiln/s represents
an extension to the malting capacity, while the other remained as hop kilns, as malting
seems to have required a greater heat than oasting. Amber Patrick's comments on Boxley
Malthouse include the assertion that 60 " C is the maximum for hops compared with 105 "
C for malt. There rvere doubtless differing techniques for each process, allowíng a
successful operation at various different temperatures, but a general rule seems to be that
malting required greater heat than oasting.

5.6.17 . It is likely, horvever, that the timber members' within the kiln frames were reused when the
plenu4r. chambers r,vere rebuilt and that attempting to distinguish between hoppers of
diffèrent dates may be misleading. This may well mean that the five kilns did not operate
efficiently and that it rvas decided to abandon numbers 3-6 and concentrate hop drying on
number 2, rvhich already had its orvn individual cowl. It would seem a drastic measure to
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5.7 .1

5.7.2

5.7.3

reduce the number of hop kilns from five to one, rather than attempting to improve the
efficiency of all the kilns, but it could be that the fìve small kilns had been an attempt to
introduce some form of rotational hop drying system. The intention may have been for a

continuous system in which one kiln would be used while the others were loaded and
unloaded. In this rvay none of the kilns would operate at full capacity and it could be that
such a systèm rvas abandoned in favour of a simpler operation where Kiln 2 functioned at a
greater capacity.

5.7 Lean-to with chimney flue (Figure 9, Plates 17l18)

The lean-to referred to above, which contains the chimney aftached to the rear of Kiln 2, is
a sirnple structure abutting the west wall of the maltings at the angle with the cottage, which
it also abuts. It is 2.4 m wide and is behveen 4.8 m and 5.15 m long, the longer side against
the malthouse. The west wall is of brick (nineteenth century, painted rvhite to inner face) to
eaves level and contains an opening with timber framed door and a windorv with central
timber mullion and 6 lights to either side. The north wall is of similar brick to a height of
67 cm above floor level, rvith timber stud above, plastered to eaves level and exposed
within the lean-to roof angle. The floor is of brick pavers.

The structure encloses the remains of a chimney and an elaborate system of flues. The
brick chimney, which is directly to the rear of Kiln 2 and is linked to it by the arched flue
within the malthouse, is 55 x 50 cm in section above three small steps which widen the
base. The shaft abuts the malthouse wall and the section above the roof has been temoved,
r,vith the roof structule reformed over. There is an iron tie-bar (16 cm long) securing the
chirnney to the malthouse rvall at a hei-sht of 97 cm above the floor. There is no evidence
of an opening to the base of the shaft within the lean-to. To the left (north) of the chimney
is another brick base, projecting from the malthouse wall by a similar amount to the shaft.
The southem section of the base corbels out from the malthouse and then, at a height of 68
cm, arches to the south where it connects with the main shaft at a height of 85 cm. The
arched link abuts the shaft suggesting it was added to the existing chimney. An inspection
to the side of this feature shows an angled shaft immediately above the brick arch, rising to
utilise the vertical shaft. The angled flue has been huncated at the left (north) side of the

second pier but it is clear that it lvould have extended to the left beyond the pier which
retains its original dimensions.

Above this fìrst angled flue is a second, similarly truncated an-ele flue rising up to the shaft.

It rvould fonnerly have adjoined the shafi at the approximate location of the existing lean-to
root but the connection has been removed with the partial demolition of the shaft to allow
the extension of the roof stmcture. The brick inner faces of both angled flues are smoke
blackened.

Although this chimney has been truncated at the lean-to roof there is another similar shaft

against the west wall of the malthouse rvhich extends vertically above the eaves of the main
building (Plate 2). This shaft, which is similarly dimensioned to the first, is located c 1.2 m
to the north of the lean-to and is 30 cm to the south of a low brick base. The base is c 45
cm high and is in the shape of a rectangle (1.15 m x 40 cm) with a chamfered north.west
corner. It is clear from various pieces of evidence that the existing lean-to extended

substantially to the north, probably for the full length of the malthouse, enclosing both of
these features. The first piece of evidenci: is that the west wall of the lean-to'continues
slightly beyond the existing stmcture, as a low garden retaining wall. There is also a clear
trace of roof flashing against the existing chimney shaft, consistent with a lean to rooi and

there are srnall joist holes rvithin the chalk wall, extending to the north end of the building,
at the height of the lean-to roof ridge.

5.7.4
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Tr
I 5.7 .5 It is clear that the shaft furthest south is linked to the adjacent kiln CNo 2) to aid ventilation

and it would be logical to assume that the other flues were similarly linked to the kilns,
forming part of the hop drying process. However, there is plenty of evidence to doubt this
ancl to slrggest that the other flues and chimney relate to an unknown process undertaken
within the -lean-to. Firstly, there are no holes, and apparently no evidence of blocked holes,
within the rvest wall of the malthouse to carry the flues through to the kilns. It would also
seem that iithe chimneys and flues were simply serving the internal kilns there would be no
need for a lean-to enclosing them. It also seems likely that if the kilns and chimneys were
integrated they rvould line up more effectively than they do.

5.7 .6 Tl-rat the lorver angled flue rvas linked to Kiln 3 does seem logical (presumably with a hole
effectively in-filled) but the upper angled flue is at such a steep angle that it could not have
continued to Kiln 4, c 5.75 m to the north. In addition the second chimney shaft is close to
Kiln 4 so a ventilating flue to that kiln would have utilised that shaft. Thus, there is no clear
explanation to what the upper flue was linked to. The evidence does not seem to fit the
existing layout of the kilns and it is tentatively assumed that they, at least partially relate to
a previous arrangement within the lean-to, 

"¡/ith 
Kiln 2 and Kiln 3 utilising the existing

chimney.

6 COTTAGE

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 The cottage is located to the rvest of the small Phase I projection, wrapping around it tn an

L-slTape. The structure has the classic appearance of a square plan, pyramid roofedkiln
(plain tile covered) and the evidence points towards the conclusion that the cottage was
converted fi'om such a structure, possibly in the late nineteenth century. The evidence
suggests that the kiln was probably originally constructed around the 1860s/1870s.

6.2 Exterior

6.2.1 The cottage is brick built rvith a decorative main (south) façade of Flemish bond at first
floor (red stretchers, blue headers) above plain red Flemish bond at ground floor and a

parapet top with dentil brick course. The south façade consists of a cenhal ground floor
doorway r,vith brick segmental arch and an inserted (mid-twentieth century), single pane,

top hung casement at the centre of the first floor. A single pane dormer window has been

inserted to the south side of the kiln roof. There is a narrorv (57 cm wide) bricked-up
former doorway to the south façade between the existing cenfal doorway, providing the
main entrance to the cottage, and the malthouse.

6.2.2 The brickr,vork to the other two facades is again broadly Flemish bond but has various
inconsistencies. The west elevation consists of four rvindows to ground floor, the two to the
south being recessed beneath brick segmental arches, the two to the north (secondary, mid-
tr,ventieth century) being square headed and beneath hidden lintels. The window furthest to
the south appears to have been created from a bricked up doorway. There is a single

rvindow (timber-framed six-light) lighting the first floor towards the northern edge of the
building, directly beneath eaves level. The north elevation has a single window to each

. floor, that on the ground floor being of tkee lights beneath segmental arch and that above

being six lights with two mullions.

6.2.3 SonTe phasing evidence may be provided by the brick segmental arches and the windows
and door which they are above. The ground floor windows beneath segmental arches are:

the window furthest to the south on the west elevation (timber framed, four-paned cross

window); the rvindow adjacent to the above (with modern window inserted); the window on
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the north elevation (again with modern windor,v inserted). These are all believed to be
primary openings. The first floor windows on the north and west elevations cannot be
dated by the absence of segmental arch due to each opening being located directly beneath
eaves level. However both windows appear to be primary probably dating to the original
construction of the kiln.

6.2.4 The existing doorrvay to the south elevation is also beneath a segmental brick arch but as
this arch is known to be later (almost certainly dating to the conversion) it must be a
n-risleading feature. If it was assumed that all the arches rvere of the same date as that above
the doorrvay then almost the whole kiln/cottage rvould have to have been.refaced as part of
the conversion which is very unlikely.

6.2.s The one area rvhich does appear to have been refaced is the south elevation above ground
floor level. There is a distinction in the brickwork facing the ground and first floors, that
above being formed with much clea¡er and more regular Flemish bond (with blue headers,
red stretchers) than that below which is monochrome. The ground floor skin is shown to be
ori,sinal by the scarring of the in-filled primary doonvay so the difference in the brickwork
su-egests that the upper section has been refaced. This is supported by the decorative dentil
course and projecting parapet wall, possibly added to provide a more architectural quality to
the main elevation when the kiln was converted to a cottage.

6.3 Plan

6.3.1 The plan of the cottage is slightly irregular due to the west wall not being perpendicular to
the northern and southern walls. The reason for this is that building follows the angle of the
property boundary although it is not conskucted against the boundary. The cottage is
entered tll'ough a secondary, central doorway on the south façade into a nanow corridor
(G-l), rvith stone flagged floor and white-painted brick walls. To the north side of the
corridor is a plastered timber stud partition, dividing the corridor from the main dining
room (G5) and linked to it via a timber framed doonvay beneath a twin pane light. The
walls within G5 are again painted white directly onto brick, the floor is boarded and a
timber binder (painted black) projects into the loom. There is a fireplace in the north of the
room, rvith a simple timber mantel piece sunound and a modern boiler r,vithin the white
tiled inner cavirv.

6.3.2 Within the north-west comer of the ground floor, reached from the dining room, is a
bathroom (G6) and small ante-room. The walls and ceiling are plastered and painted white,
and the room is dominated by the angled rear of the chimney stack. The kitchen (G7) is
reached by a single step from the dining room (G5) and through a reused door of vertical
timber panels, rvith two full width horizontal, iron strap hinges. Each hinge is set on a
horizontal timber member and the imprint remains of a further tr.vo horizontals.

6.3.3

6.3.4

The subtle change in floor level (l5cm) between the dining room and kitchen could suggest
a separate build between the kiln area and the storage area. The floor of the kitchen is
correred by modern floor tiles while the walls are clad with modern chip-board, painted
yellow. In the eastern wall, adjoining the malthouse, is a former opening (82 x 60 cm, now
blocked with studding) beneath arched head. The arched head suggests that this was a
window in the formerly external wall of'the malthouse rather than a hatch to the adjacent
steep. There is a small larder to the west,of the room, created between the brick stack and
outer wall, covered in blue painted modern chip-board.

The timber staircase linking the ground and first floors of the cottage is located within the
malthouse Pl-rase I projection, adjacent to the cottage, thus allorving sufficient space for a
kiln structure. This could suggest that the staircase pre-dates the cottage conversion
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6.3.s

although it is clearly of a domestic rather than an indushial nature. The suggestion is that
the existing stairs replaced a previous staircase which had served the maltings.

The first floor of the cottage is divided into three main rooms set around the secondary
brick chimney stack in the area adjacent to the former kiln. There is a single living room
(F5) within the former kiln with a truncated kiln shaped ceiling. The floor is boarded and
the rvalls and ceiling are plastered and painted white. To the north wall there is a typically
Victolian cast iron fireplace utilising the chimney, surrounded by a softwood (stripped and
vamished pine) mantel-piece and cupboard to either side, also rvith stripped pine panelled
cloors. The cupboard to the west uses the space beneath the stairs while that to the east is
set within the chimney stack. There are further matching stripped pine panelled doors to
either side of the cupboards as well as panelled pine doors leading to the other two rooms.
All the joinery is of high quality indicating increasing prosperity and social status of the
inhabitants.

F6 is a small (2.45 cn x 4.37 m) bedroom opening off the north r,vall of room F5. It has

boarded floors, plastered and painted walls, and small fireplace rvith cast iron grate at the
south-rvest corner of the room. The skirting board, window frame, thin mantel-piece and
panelled door (to F7) are all painted an och¡e colour.

F7 is another small bedroom, in the north-west corner of the cottage, linked by a doorway
to F6 and by a small passa-ee to F5. The floor of the room is boarded, the walls, ceiling and
woodwork are all white and there is a small cupboard beneath the stairs, lined by timber
studding, backing onto the cupboard accessed from F5. The south 

"vall 
of this room bisects

the only first floor windorv in the cottage's west façade, the other half of the window
provides light to the adjacent staircase.

The doorrvay at the south-rvest corner of the room leads into a small passageway (to F5) at
the foot of the staircase rising to the second floor. The timber staircase rises between the
chimney stack (to the norlh) and the sloped frame of the former hood of the kiln (to the
south), in an arvkr.vard double curved direction to fit with the shape of the building, The
lon'er 6 original risers, which curved around to the south to allorv access from F5, have
been removed and replaced by a small set of open steps, continuing in a E-W direction,
u4lich are rvedged betrveen the end wall (west) of the cottage and the remaining staircase.
TlTis allows access to the staircase from both F5 and F7. The surfaces to either side of the
staircase (non-plastered brick to chimney, studding to rear of former kiln hood, plastered
face to main ceiling) are all painted pink with r,vhite timber (studding, purlin, handrail).

The frrst 7 primary risers are to the west of the chimney and can thus be 1.15 m wide. The
succeeding tr.vo risers (80 and 85 crn wide) are narrowed by the adjacent chimney breast but
are also allorved to widen slightly to the east by the slope of the kiln hood framework. The
remaining four risers curve to the south where they enter the only second floor room in the
cottage.

The second floor room is inevitably small (2.8 m x 2.6 m at floor level), and somewhat
impractical with the pyramid shaped hood converging to a former opening (80 cm x 80 cm)
at a,height of 2.05 m above floor level. . The floor is boarded, all the surfaces are plastered

and painted white and the room is lit by a small dormer window to the south. The single
pane window is secondary but was probably inserted into an existing operting dating from
the eonversion from kiln to cottage. The square opening beneath the former cowl has been

covered over rvith a simple timber board and edging. ,

6.3.6

6.3.7

6.3.8

6.3.9

6.3. l 0

6.3.11 The domestic detailing throughout the cottage, dating from the conversion, is all indicative
of a micl/late nineteenth century date. Features such as the timber panelled doors, cast Aon
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looped door handles (eg on second floor), the wide staircase to the second floor and cast

irorr fire places are all typically Victorian and of high quality.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Tliere are several possibilities as to the origins and phasing of the cottage. It rvas clearly
guttecl at the time of the conversion from kiln to cottage and the remaining evidence is only
able to give suggestions (albeit strong ones) regarding the phasing of the structure. An
unlikely theory. which has been considered, is that it never actually operated as a kiln but
'uvas built as a cortage with a kiln appearance to blend in with the rest of the building. This
can be discounted, mainly because if they were trying to balance the original kiln and blend
in, they would have made a much better match, and also because the design would have
been more unified and logical.

6.4.2

6.4.3

6.4.4

6.4.s

A more plausible theory, rvhich the evidence ultimately suggests is unlikely, is that the
(roughly) sqLrare kiln was originally added to the small malthouse projection without the
adjoining block (G6, G7, F6, F7) to the north. This structure would then have been added
when the kiln rvas converted to a cottage to increase its floor area. The lack of structural
breaks could be explained by the unlikely theory that almost the entire building was refaced
at the tine of the conversion.

The key evidence discounting this and suggesting that it was a single build structure may be
the first floor rvindow to the west façade of the cottage (to the north of the kiln) which is
arvkrvarclly divided by a partition and rvhich provides light to both F7 and the adjacent
passageway at the foot of the stairs. The partition, together rvith the adjacent staircase
rising to the second floor, can be assumed to date from the conversion from kiln to cottage
ar,cl yet the r,va,v that the parlition abuts the lvindo'uv sholvs that the window, along with this
section of building, must already have existed before the conversion. The window itself
appears to date from the conversion and it is probable that it replaced an earlier window.

The two n-rain possibilities are that the area to the north of the kiln '"vas constructed to either
provicle aclditional storage space for the new kiln or more likely to provide accommodation.
The size of tlie maltings wor-rld make it unlikely that the accommodation was for the owner
and his family, although it is possible that it was perrnanent accommodation for a maltster
(assuming it u'as a malt rather than a hop kiln) employed by the o\\mer. Altematively it
may have provided more flexible accommodation for one of several employees who may
have slept close to their work in shifts during busy periods while the malthouse operated
continuonsly.

A piece of evidence which tentatively suggests that the area was for accommodation (rather
than storage) is that there is no evidence of a doorway linking this area with the main
malthouse and additionally the floor heights between the two areas are different. The
evidence is far from conclusive bú if they were both working areas it seems likely that a
link rvould be created because the existing route from F6 to F2 (two rooms adjacent to each
other) involves going doum the stairs, out of the front door of the cottage, in to the
malthouse and up the stairs again.

7 CONCLUSION

The malthouse at Boxley is a regionally significant building which was found in Kent
Courrty Council's recently completed assessment of the malting industry in Kent to ¡etain
more original features than any other maltings in the county. The building is additionally
interesting due to its use as an oast house and due to the complicated and sometimes
confusing evidence of the structure's development and expansion.

7.1
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7.2

t.5

7.4

7.5

7.6

What is clear is that the original L-shaped maltings lvas constructed with a single kiln
betr.veen its two wings, two growing floors in the main body of the building, a stowage in
the opposite wing, a steep located between the two areas and probably two storage lofts. It
is highly likely that the operations of such a building would be flexible and would change
over time. There would not have been a fixed sequence of operations (particularly
regarding'the storage at either end of the process) rvhich remained unchanged over the
decades, but the process would probably generally have been organised thus: barley would
have been stored in the westem storage loft and in F2 above the steep. It would then have
been.dropped dorvn to tl're steep to be soaked before being spread out on the lower growing
floor. The piece rvould be gradually hrrned and moved along the floor away frorn the kiln
befbre being hoisted tluough a hatch at the north end of the building to the upper growing
floor. It r.vould be moved slowly back towards the kiln and the green malt would then be
shovelled onto the kiln floor through the dot¡ble doors in the kilns north face, to curtail the
genlination process. At this point there are two possible continuations to the process.
Either the malt would have been unloaded to the west into the fìrst floor stowage (F3/F4)
rvhere it could have been dressed and stored prior to dispatch or the malt could have been
unloaded into the northern storage loft.

The location of the main elements of the malthouse would suggest the former existence of
trvo loading bays, at the northem and westem ends of the building, serving each of the
storage lofts. Barley could then have entered the building to the west and malt exited the
building to the north. However, the second kiln/cottage has externally obscured any
evidence of such a feature to the west and it has not been possible to closely examine the
roof in this area. Therefore while a former rvestern loading bay may theoretically have
existed no evidence has been revealed. There is also limited, although slightly stronger,
eviclence of a northern loading bay. The main evidence is the apparently rebuilt roof to the
end bay and the doorway within the loft space. As detailed in 5.3.7 it is also thought
probable that the existing first floor loading door was inserted, rvhich tentatively adds to the
suggestion that there was formerly at least one loading bay serving the loft.

Horvever, without frrm evidence it must be assumed that there wele no additional loading
doors and that material entered, exited and was moved around the building with a great deal
of man-handling. Labour r,vas cheap and rvhen this malthouse was originally built
(probably late-eighteenth century) mechanisation in buildings such as this and the planned
layout of industrial structures to increase their production efficiency would still have been
relatively rare.

Five sn-raller kilns appear to have been inserted into the malthouse probably as a set of hop
kilns in the early/mid nineteenth century and then around the mid/late-nineteenth century a

another large kiln rvas added to the west of the structure, probably as second malt kiln. It is
likely that the second malt kiln did not remain in operation for a long period and that by the
end ofthe century it had been converted to a cottage.

It seems that the five 'hop' kilns may also not have been particularly successful and at least
one was revamped with the addition of a ventìlating flue to its rear. When operating as an
oast house, using the five small kilns to ,dry hops, it is assumed that the upper growing
floor, and possìbly the northern storage loft, was used as the main cooling floor. The hops

. r,vould,have been unloaded from the kilns and spread over this area to redistrubute moisture
and then bagged and stored prior to dispatch 'through the existing first floor loading door. It
is thought that hop drying was ceased in the 1950s

The interpretation outlined above involves a certain amount of speculation and it should not
be accepted as fact. The structure appears to have undergone various changes to its
processing layout and some of the evidence may be misleading. What is certain is that the

7.7
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building has had a varied and unusual history and that several questions remain to be
anslvered some time in the future. Further documentary research may be able to provide
information on the dating of the kiln/cottage and excavation beneath the floor of the cottage
may one day provide information about the former kiln. Further evidence would also come
to light during any other invasive refurbishment of the cottage.
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APPENDIX A RESULTS OF IVATCHING BRIEF

A watching brief was carried out during the removal and lowering of the ground floor of the
maltings, on 4 August 1998. No evidence was found fiom deposits pre-dating the malthouse.

A snrall area (2 m x 2 m x 37 cm deep) was initially excavated in the NW corner of the malthouse,
practically all of which was a chalk rubble floor make-up. The concrete covering the eastem half
the gtound floor was also subsequently removed and the chalk,make-up was found to be more
powdery than to the west. Below this layer a very disturbed dark brorvn silt was found with large
patches of fine, powdery chalk inclusions as well as sub-rounded chalk gravel (from 3 mm to 2 cm
in size) and fragments of ceramic building material.

Due to the natural slope of the ground from north to south, the chalk floor make-up, creating a
horizontal surface, became deeper further to the south and was only shallow enough to expose the
brown silt beneath for the 3 m furthest to the north. Thus it was not possible to determine a great
deal about the silty layer except that it strongly appeared not to be natural and was probably part of
a former floor make-up. There was no foundation cut on the inside through the silt but it is possible
that the rvall was built flush against the cut (unlikely). This suggests that the silt was deposited
rvithin the building.

The concrete 'was a milk chocolate colour with inclusions of flint gravel (1 cm), coal (3 cm) and
fragrnents of ceramic building material. The type of concrete, along with the coal inclusions
suggest a late-Victorian date for the floor. The interface between the concrete floor and chalk
make-up was found to be smooth and there was found to be no discolouration or wear on the chalk
surface below the concrete, '"vhich could have provided evidence of the former floor surface.

Tlrere rvere t'"vo courses of brick, off-set by 7 cm, at the base of each malthouse wall above a
foundation constructed ofstone, sarsen? flint nodules and occasional red tile. The stone foundation
shows on the external wall in the south-east corner of the malthouse, fronting The Street, due to the
nattral slope of the ground from north to south descending beneath the horizontal ground floor of
the rnalthouse.

The kiln bases were exposed at the far north-rvest end and the chalk block surround removed to
expose the brick inner base, r,vhich descends 2'7 cm beneath the present floor level. All the chalk
rubble make-up was found to abut the structural components of the building, such as the
foundations of the kiln bases and the flared stone bases supporting the timber posts.
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BOXMABS 98

Plate 2: West façade of ¡ralthouse (to left) adjacent to north wall of cottage

Plate 4: Uppel gr orving f'loor vierved fi'om nortir-east

Plate 1 : South tàçade of malthouse rvith
cottage to leti

Plate 3: Roof strllcture above Kiln 6
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BOXMABS 98

Plate 6: Brick fì-ont to Kiln 2

Plate 8: Angled supports betrveen rafters for former corvl above Kiln 2

Plate 5: Hopper abor.e I(iln 4

Plate 7: \/ieu' tou,ards Kih-rs 3 and 4 from
u'ithin area of coliapsed fir st floor
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Piate 9: Paltition betrveeu Kilns 2 and 3 BOXMABS 98

Plate 1 2: C'urr,ed flr-re to rear of I(iln 2

t
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I
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Plate 10: Lon'eL grou'ing Íloor u,ithin r-nalthor¡se

Plate i l: Steep (behind balustrade not linked to malthor-rse)
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Plate 13: Seconclary stairs rn G0

Plate l-i: \''reu cloun cottage stairs lrour secoltcl tloor

Plate 16. Secttor-r o1'tloor strLlctltre u ithirl F3 $ ithout iìoor.loists
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BOXMABS 98
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Plate l7: Cìhin-rney stack within lean-to to rear of I(iln 2

Plate l9: Loading cloor to east fàçacle of malthor-rse

Plate l8: Iìlues linlced to stack to rear of I(iln 2

Plate 20: .loists lòrmerly sr"rpporting l'irst fìoor



Plate2l:- Fireplace and door within F6 leading to F7

Plate2Z: Door, cupboards and fireplace within F5

J

Plate 23: Formerly external hatch between G7 and steep
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BOXLEY MALTHOUSE AND COTTAGE
FIG 9: SectÍon (F-F') through lüln 6

Surveyclatc: July 1998 Scale: l:10 atA2
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